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Rock Alternativo - Rock en Espaol 10 MP3 Songs LATIN: Rock en Espanol, ROCK: Emo Details: new

demo recorded (2006). 3 new rough tracks for your listening pleasure. three rough cuts for you to here

before we step into the recording studio and start the process for our second album (guaranteed

ROCK!!!) check out our website for more info: fatimarock.com also, visit our myspace site:

myspace.com/fatima :: The latin alternative rock en espaol scene keeps pushing forward, and helping in

moving it along, you find FATIMA. in the frontline. Full of energy and good vibes, Fatima always delivers

their hearts on their sleeves to everyone. They play every show like if it were their first and their last!...

Formed in East Los Angeles, California, in 2000, they came out of hiding in August of 2001. Without a

demo or recording of any kind, they have managed to continuously stay very busy by word of mouth and

self promotion. Their hard work both on and off the stage has put them in some of Hollywoods most

famous venues (ex: the ROXY theater, the KEY club, HARD ROCK CAFE, and the HOUSE OF BLUES).

The Los Angeles band says that their influences vary among members, ranging from Bob Dylan, Deep

Purple and the Buena Vista Social Club, to Mana, the Pixies and the Cure, along with more contemporary

bands like the Strokes, the Ataris, Jumbo and Outkast. Their appreciation for music and their friendship is

what brought this band together, and it is also what keeps them rocking. They bring an alternative rock

style that manages to light every emotion on fire. The band went into Cuicalcali Recording Studios in

2003 to begin work on what would be their first recording and their debut album, Ojos Cerrados, due in

your stereo... soon!
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